Position Description- General Services Office/Travel Clerk
Basic Function of Position
The incumbent performs administrative and clerical duties with responsibilities as sub-cashier
and timekeeper for the General Services Office. The incumbent maintains GSO's activity
calendar and provides administrative support to the GSO. As a Travel Clerk, serves as a GTM
and assists Travel Assistant in monitoring the travel contractor's performance. Prepares Travel
Authorizations for domestic/international travel and processes travel vouchers for payment. The
incumbent processes visa applications for third-country travel and also processes in-country
travel and trekking permits.

Major Duties and Responsibilities
The incumbent organizes and maintains the office files, including important memos, cables,
GSO related notices and policies. Receives, screens and distributes interoffice mail for the GSO
section. Organizes meetings, appointments and maintains activity calendar for the General
Services Officer. Files official correspondence and maintains filing system for the GSO.
Prepares letters, reports, spreadsheets, draft cables, memoranda, announcements, and general
correspondence as advised by the GSO.
Receives and screens documents submitted by
employees within the mission for the GSO's signature. Handles petty cash as a designated petty
cash holder. Maintains Time and Attendance for the chancery based GSO employees. 50%
Works with the in-house contract TMC and, in consultation with applicable regulations, advises
personnel about entitlements in a wide variety of travel situations, including home leave and
return to post, TDY, R&R leave, medical evacuation, invitational travel, emergency leave, etc.
Serves as the Government Technical Monitor (GTM) for Post's travel contract and assists the
COR in Monitoring the travel contractor's overall performance against the contract objectives.
Travels to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and other local Government's departments for
obtaining travel/trekking permits and other embassies to submit travel documents for processing
third country visas. Maintains working level contacts with Consular sections of other embassies
for processing third- country visas and various departments of local government offices for
getting trekking permits. 25%
Examines travel claims for payment from all agencies at post and prepares vouchers in e2 for
payment. Ensures vouchers conform to the terms of original Travel Authorization - as well as
Department or other agency regulations and Appropriations Law; and verifies that they are
correct, proper and legal for payment. S/he is responsible for ensuring all vouchers are properly
completed in e2. Advises other offices on the payment process, including what constitutes
proper travel expenditures and the correct documentation required for payment. Serves as a
back-up for the Travel Assistant as and when needed. 25%

